100 SECONDS ‘TIL MIDNIGHT
THE COMING BATTLES OF ARMAGEDDON

OCTOBER 24, 2021
The Coming Battles Of Armageddon

READ TEXTS:

• Joel 3:1-2, 9-16,
• Zechariah 14:1-5, 12
• Revelation 16:12-16
• Revelation 19:11-21
• Revelation 20:1-3
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END TIMES EVENTS
• Israel Becomes A Nation
• Build Back Better – Agenda 2030
• W.E.F. “You Will Own Nothing, And You Will Be Happy.”
• A One-World -- Governmental –Religious -- Economic System
• Globalists Are Comfortable With The Current Collapse
• The Strong Nations Must Be Taken Down
• It is An Engineered Crisis
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• Communist China Launches Successful Hypersonic Missile

• The Church Is Running Out Of Time To Reach The Lost

• The Lost Are Running Out Of Time To Get Saved

• Nations Surrounding Israel Are Calling For Israel’s Destruction
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The Stage Is Set For Anti-Christ -- The "Man Of Lawlessness"

• He Will Have Demonic Supernatural Power
• He Will Confirm A Seven Year Peace Agreement With Israel
• He Will Oppose Jesus Christ And Offer Himself In Place Of Christ
• This Will Happen After The Rapture
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- The Coming Of Anti-Christ Will Result In A Series Of Battles

- Pitting Different Regions Of The World Against One Another

- This is the Initial Setting For The Battles Of Armageddon
Armageddon = Megiddo

The Central Battleground for the Final War
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Armageddon is:

• A Result Of The 6th Bowl Of Wrath
• Satan's Final Strategy Of Opposition To God
• The Place Of The Final World Conflict at the 2^{nd} Coming
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• *The Final Battle Of Armageddon*

• The Battle Lines Will Stretch Nearly 200 Miles

• The Whole Valley Become A Giant Bloodbath
MEGIDDO

KIDRON VALLEY (Valley of Jehoshaphat) between Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives.

EDOM
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Armageddon A Battle In Three Scenes:

1. Anti-Christ Battles Kings Of The South & North

2. Anti-Christ Battles Kings Of The East
Rev 16:12 The Euphrates River dries up allowing Kings of the East to get to Armageddon
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Armageddon A Battle In Three Scenes:

1. Anti-Christ Battles Kings Of The South & North

2. Anti-Christ Battles Kings Of The East

3. Anti-Christ Battles Christ The King
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THE ENSUING EVENTS:

• Nations Arrive With Their Armies

• Strange Sights Appear In The Skies

• Anti-Christ: “I will keep the King of Kings from coming to power”
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*All Nations Gather Against Jerusalem For The Great Battle*

- Israel Finally Turns Back To God
- Israel's Eyes Will Be Opened
- God Comes To The Aid Of His People
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Jesus Comes Down From The Eastern Skies!

• He Appears On A White Horse
• Jesus Will Fight For Israel.
• The Elect Jews Will Be Gathered By The Angels
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Jesus Brings A Great Army With Him

• Christ's Armies Will Conquer The Nations

• He & His Armies Destroy The Armies Gathered Against Jerusalem
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1. God Uses Nations To Bring Israel Back

2. God Defeats The Nations As They Receive His Judgment.

3. Jesus Will Return To The Mt. Of Olives
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• The Second Coming Demonstrates: The Power Of Christ.

• A Great Earthquake Will Occur

• Heavens Ablaze With The Glory Of God
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Antichrist Tries To Wage War Against Jesus

• Christ Destroys Him With The Brightness Of His Coming

• (2 Th 2:8 NIV) And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will overthrow with the breath of his mouth and destroy by the splendor of his coming.
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• Severe Judgment: The Vultures Feast
• Judgment of Anti-Christ, False Prophet, & Satan
• Anti-Christ & False Prophet Thrown Into Lake Of Fire
• Satan Thrown Into The Abyss for 1,000 Years
• Jesus Christ Rules As King Of Kings !!!
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Jesus Sets Up His Kingdom

Revelation 1:7 (NIV84) — 7 Look, he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, even those who pierced him; and all the peoples of the earth will mourn because of him. So shall it be! Amen.

• The Millennial Reign Of Jesus Christ
• King Of Kings & Lord Of Lords.
• Jesus Rules The World!!